Evolutionary History of GLIS Genes Illuminates their Roles in Cell Reprogramming and Ciliogenesis.
The GLIS family transcription factors, GLIS1 and GLIS3, potentiate generation of induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). In contrast, another GLIS family member, GLIS2, suppresses cell reprogramming. To understand how these disparate roles arose, we examined evolutionary origins and genomic organization of GLIS genes. Comprehensive phylogenetic analysis shows that Glis1 and Glis3 originated during vertebrate whole genome duplication, whereas Glis2 is a sister group to the Glis1/3 and Gli families. This result is consistent with their opposing functions in cell reprogramming. Glis1 evolved faster than Glis3, losing many protein-interacting motifs. This suggests that Glis1 acquired new functions under weakened evolutionary constraints. In fact, Glis1 induces iPSCs more strongly. Transcriptomic data from various animal embryos demonstrate that Glis1 is maternally expressed in some tetrapods, whereas vertebrate Glis3 and invertebrate Glis1/3 genes are rarely expressed in oocytes, suggesting that vertebrate (or tetrapod) Glis1 acquired a new expression domain and function as a maternal factor. Furthermore, comparative genomic analysis reveals that glis1/3 is part of a bilaterian-specific gene cluster, together with rfx3, ndc1, hspb11, and lrrc42. Because known functions of these genes are related to cilia formation and function, the last common ancestor of bilaterians may have acquired this cluster by shuffling gene order to establish more sophisticated epithelial tissues involving cilia. This evolutionary study highlights the significance of Glis1/3 for cell reprogramming, development, and diseases in ciliated organs such as lung, kidney, and pancreas.